
A well-priced option for the investor who wants a traditional 60/40 portfolio.

Horizons takes a more stocks-forward approach to balanced ETFs than other firms. HCON targets a 50/50 stocks-bonds split (actual mix may drift a bit before the next rebalancing), while most other 
conservative funds are 40/60. Horizons' balanced  ETFs are part of the company’s total return series of funds, which make no cash payments of dividends or bond interest. Instead, units change in 
price based on total returns reflecting price moves plus interest and dividends. These funds use a derivative-based structure to build their portfolios and do not hold individual stocks and bonds. 

The asset mix here is a reminder that the builders of balanced ETFs are big on weighting U.S. stocks ahead of Canadian stocks. Consult The Globe and Mail’s ETF Tax Primer to see how this would 
play out in non-registered accounts (tgam.ca/ETF-tax-primer).

If you’re a middle-of-the-road investor who thinks the traditional 60/40 balance of stocks and bonds has too much bond exposure for the expected rising rate environment to come, 
HBAL’s 70/30 target mix may be of interest. For a 100 per cent equities portfolio, there’s HGRO. The high TER for HBAL and HCON reflects the cost of the total-return structure. 

Rob Carrick’s comments: What are you more afraid of as a conservative investor? A stock market correction hurting the stocks you own, or rising interest rates weighing on bonds? With its 60 per cent 
tilt to bonds, ZCON is for people who fear falling stocks most and can live with the risk of rising rates.

Between ZCON, ZBAL and ZGRO, we have a perfect illustration of the extra returns you get by taking on more stock market risk and reducing bond exposure. Be sure to look at the flashback returns 
for Q1 2020 to see how bonds help when stocks are tanking. 

Here’s a balanced ETF built on low-volatility stocks, which are supposed to be less volatile than the broader market. The concept is for investors to lose less in down markets, but make less 
when stocks rise. The corporate bond emphasis will help blunt the impact of rising interest rates – corporate bonds hold up better than government bonds when rates move up.

XCNS highlights the importance of studying a balanced fund’s asset mix before you assess returns. There’s a bit more of an emphasis on stocks here than other conservative balanced ETFs, 
and thus returns in the past year are comparatively good. Expect to see the opposite if stocks head lower.

This ETF has hoovered up money from investors in the past year, which is no surprise. When stocks are flying, a lot of us are happy to invest for growth. Don’t wait until the next stock market 
crash to find out if you're really a growth investor. For 100 per cent stock market exposure, there’s VEQT. 

Several mutual fund companies have introduced actively managed balanced ETFs, but this is one of the few to have a long enough track record to include here. Fees are about double the others on 
this list, yet three-year returns are reasonable. Note: Holdings are mainly in Canada and the United States. 

It’s noteworthy that the hugely popular VBAL has performed well against direct competitors with a higher weighting in stocks.

The big emphasis on U.S. stocks has been a winning move for XGRO, which is among the most successful balanced ETFs of the past 12 months in attracting new assets from investors. Check out 
XEQT for an all-in-one fund for Canadian and global  stock market exposure.

Vanguard popularized balanced ETFs in Canada and dominates in market share, even if some competitors have lower fees. Old-school asset allocation here – conservative means a marked emphasis 
of bonds over stocks.
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BMO Conservative ETF ZCON 36 0.2 0.01 33.96 2.1 Quarterly 41/59 Cdn. broad bond 41 15.2 n/a -5.9 02/15/2019

S&P 500 16

Cdn. gov’t bonds 12

BMO Balanced ETF ZBAL 96 0.2 0.02 35.57 2.5 Quarterly 61/39 Cdn. broad bond 27 22.4 n/a -9.3 02/15/2019

S&P 500 24

S&P/TSX Composite 15

BMO Growth ETF ZGRO 97 0.2 0.02 37.19 2.4 Quarterly 81/19 S&P 500 32 30.1 n/a -12.7 02/15/2019

S&P/TSX Composite 20

MSCI EAFE 18

Franklin Liberty Core Balanced ETF FLBA 7 0.42 0.01 22.94 2.5 Quarterly 56/44 Apple Inc. 3 19.4 8.6 -7.5 01/29/2018

08/01/2018

Prov. of Ontario bond 3

PSP Capital Inc. bond 3

Horizons Conservative TRI ETF Portfolio HCON 38 0.14 0.13 12.90 n/a n/a 53/47 Cdn. broad bond 32 22.6 n/a -7.2

U.S. large cap 18

U.S. gov’t bond 15

Horizons Balanced TRI ETF Portfolio HBAL 87 0.15 0.13 13.49 n/a n/a 72/28 U.S. large cap 24 32.8 n/a -11.7 08/01/2018

Cdn. broad bond 19

Nasdaq-100 Index 17

Invesco Low Volatility Portfolio ETF PLV 35 0.39 0.08 22.92 2 Monthly 70/30 Short-term corp. bonds 30 13.7 3.9 -11.9 04/20/2015

Canadian stocks 22

Int’l stocks 20

iShares Core Conservative ETF Portfolio XCNS 59 0.2 0.01 22.24 2.3 Quarterly 47/53 Cdn. broad bond 37 17.9 n/a -6.7 08/07/2019

U.S. total stock market 20

MSCI EAFE 11

iShares Core Balanced ETF Portfolio XBAL 643 0.2 0 26.46 2 Quarterly 64/36 U.S. total stock market 30 24.8 8.9 -10 06/21/2007

Cdn. broad bond 23
S&P/TSX Composite 16

iShares Core Growth ETF Portfolio XGRO 855 0.2 0.01 24.64 1.9 Quarterly 82/18 U.S. total stock market 38 32.5 8.8 -13.2 06/21/2007

MSCI EAFE 20

S&P/TSX Composite 20

Vanguard Conservative ETF Portfolio VCNS 479 0.25 0 28.39 1.9 Quarterly 40/60 Cdn. broad bond 35 16.9 6.4 -6.8 01/25/2018
U.S. total stock market 17

Global bond 14

Vanguard Balanced ETF Portfolio VBAL 1,600 0.25 0 29.50 1.8 Quarterly 60/40 U.S. total stock market 25 24.9 7.9 -10.4 01/25/2018

Cdn. broad bond 24

Cda total stock market 18

Vanguard Growth ETF Portfolio VGRO

*Bond weighting may include a small amount of cash.

2,300 0.25 0 30.64 1.8 Quarterly 80/20 U.S. total stock market 33 33.5 9.3 -14 01/25/2018
Cdn. total stock market 24

Int'l total stock market 17
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